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This work was performed for the Jet Propulsion Labcratory, California
Institute of Technology, and was sponsored by the Lnited States Department
of Energy through an agreement with the National Aeronautics and Space
'S Administration.
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States
:Government. Neither the United States nol the United States Department of
Energy, nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcon-
tractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed,
or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
aINTRODUCTION
An important objective of the Flat-Plate Solar Cell Array Program is to
increase the service lifetime of the photovoltaic modules used for terrestrial
re The	 voltage	 of theenergy applications. 	 current—response characteristics
solar cells encapsulated in the modules is found to degrade with service
time and this degratation places a limitation on the useful lifetime of the
modules.
Corrosion appears to be one important physical mechanism that degrades
the current-voltage response of the solar cells, and any effort that increases the
i, lifetime by stopping the I-V degradation must address the question of minimizing
the corrosion activity associated with the composite metallurgy, anti-reflection
coating and p-n semiconductor materials that comprise a typical solar cell.
Minimizing the corrosion activity involves a consideration of both the
electrochemical characteristics of the various composite materials in the
cells	 and the ionic conductive properties of the pottant polymer used to
encapsulate the cells. 	 Consequently, the most desirable flat-plate array
system would involve solar cello consisting of highly polarizable materials
with similar electrochemical potentials where the cells would be encapsulated
in polymers whose ionic concentrations and mobilities are negligibly small.
Specifying a suitable polymer for pottant use is not an easy task since cross-
linking agents, plasticizers, absorbed water and other ingredients can
contribute significantly to the concentration of ions in the polymer.
Another possible mechanism limiting the service lifetime of the photo-
voltaic modules is the gradual loss of the electrical insulation characteristics
of the polymer pottant due to water absorption or di.e to polymer degradation
R from light or heat effects.
A systematic study of the properties of various polymer pottant materials
and of the electrochemical corrosion mechanisms in solar cell materials is
required for advancing the technology of terrestrial photovoltaic modules. 	 The
items of specific concern in the sponsored research activity at Wilkes College
involve:
C
P
• Electrical and ionic resistivity of various polymer pottant
materials when subjected to temperature, humidity, and
UV irradiation.
• Water absorption kinetics and water solubility limits in
various pottant polymers at selected temperatures and
humidities.
• Corrosion characterization of the various metallization
systems used in solar cell construction.
QUARTERLY RESULTS/JUNE TO AUGUST, 1984
The work activity in the June, July, and August focused on:
(I) Electrical Properties of polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA) as a function of temperature and humidity.
(II) The kinetics of water absorption and water desorption in EVA.
(III) Ultra violet (UV) light effects on water absorption in PVB and EVA.
(IV) Influence of plasticizer on water absorption in PVB.
(V) Corrosion effects in solar cells.
)
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I. Electrical Properties of EVA and PVB
Experimental Procedure
Selected a. c. and d. c. electrical properties of PVB and EVA are being
evaluated as a function of temperature and humidity. The properties being
investigated are the:
(i) absorption current (d. c. )
(ii) ionic resistance (d. c. )
(iii) capacitance ( a. c. )
(iv) dissipation factor (a. c. )
The experimental procedure consists of encapsulating 200 mesh phosphorous
bronze screening as par allel electrodes in PVB and EVA samples. The samples
are then immersed in water for several weeks to obtain saturation equilibrium.
Previous results (June Progress Report--Figure 2) show that the water
saturation equilibrium can be achieved in several weeks when the samples are
immersed in water. The samples are then transferred to the temperature/
humidity chamber at a selected termperature and at 100 1 6 humidity. After
equilibrating for an additional twenty-four hours, the electrical properties
wer` measured and then the humidity is lowered. Since the deabsorption
kinetics are rapid (Quarterly Progress Report), twenty-four hours are
allowed to achieve equilibrium at the lower humidity level and then the
electrical properties are measured again. This experimental procedure
is repeated at progressively lower humidity levels, and the electrical
properties are determined isothermally as a function of the relative humidity.
The absorption current and ionic resistivity d. c. electrical properties
and the capacitance and dissipation factor a. c. electrical properties were
measured.
3.
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The capitance and dissipation factor of the samples were measured on a
General Radio Capacit, nce Bridge. The ahsorption current was evaluated by
applying a 390 d. c. voltage driving step to the samples and monitoring the
time dependence of the d. c. current response function. When the current response
became relatively time independent, the current-voltage characteristics were
measured to determine the ionic resistivity.
Experimental Results: PVB -- d. c. Properties
The time dependence of the current response to a step 390 volts d. c. forcing
0
function for a PVB sample at 80 oC and at 68 C are presented as a function of the
relative humidity in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. An examination of these
two figures shows that when the humidity is high (> 9016) the current response
obeys a single power law time dependency:
0l.
I = I^ t
over the entire time frame of the experiment until the current response becomes
relatively time independent. At intermediate humidity levels, (40% to 80 %), the
current response exhibits a two-stage power law time dependency where an
exponentially decaying initial transient stage
I = I, expo- t/--r)
is evident in the data at 68 0 C for 7976, 67% and 46% humidity levels (Figs. 2
1)
(a)
and 3). This initial transientia not apparent in the 771o, and 64% humidity
data at 80 oC. At low 'aumidities, (G 30%), a single power law time dependency
preceeded by a exponentially decaying transient is exhibited (Figs 1 to 4)
N
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when the sample is at both 80 C and 68 0C. Tables I and II present a summary
of these various time dependencies, their characterizing coefficients and the
time range associated with each response curve.
Model for Response Current
A model that accounts for these observed features of the experimental data,
suggests that the d. c. current (Vresponse	 is the sum of four major
contributing current components: I 
c P
, I , I w , and Ii (ss	 F!""
X = I^ ♦ Ip*I.,,+I;	 4^
where the individual mechanisms responsible for these component currents are:
(i) I (capacitance charging current)—Tae samples are simple capacitors
.^_
and.if they can be represented by a lumped series capacitor--
resistor circuit, the d. c. current response I
c 
to a step d. c.
voltage forcing function will be exponentially time dependent
Ito = ICe ex P (— t/r)	 (4)
through an RC time constant.
I- = Re 
	
(f)
(ii) I  (water dipole relaxation charging current)--Orientational polarization of
absorped water molecule dipoles in the polymer when subjected to an
r	 applied d. c. field is expected to be time sensitive where this sensitivity
i	 should yield an exponential time dependent charging current response (Iw):
L	 7X	 ti eJC P^r
6.
where OP is the dielectric relaxation time. Experimentally, the response
w
current is frequently observed to obey a power law time dependency:
	
_lt%F X 11-001  
t – Ot ur	 (''
where the atw coefficient is believed to be related to the orientational mobility
of the water molecule dipole in the presence of an electric field. Since
absorbed water molecules are not incorporated into the polymer structure
by strong primary bonds, the orientation mobility of the water molecular
dipole is expected to be large and this large mobility for the dipol3s should
	
result in a relatively large value for the 	 Ik	 coefficient if
a power law charging current is the characterizing response. Since dipole
orientation ,)bility is expected to be sensitive to temperature but not to
the number of water molecules (r. ) absorbed in the polymer, the
w
coefficient will be temperature (T) dependent but not humidity (H) dependents
*I.
.W s &I CTS	 ^
oc *,, * ;at (N)	 M
The value of the IV, factor in the power law expression is dependent on the
•
number of absorbed water molecules and should then be a function of
humidity and temperature:
(iii) I  ( polymer dipole relaxation charging current) — Polar polymer
molecules will also experience a time dependent orientational
polarization when subjected to an applied electric field and this
time dependence ,can.result in a power law time dependence response
current (Ip):
I UPI'P 'tP	 o
L
7.
where both 
a(P and Ip are expected to be temperative dependent but0
not humidity dependent:
alp C ;et ('T) (1=)
CKP to	 W (IV
r., * ;c.t (W co
Since polymer molecules are locked into an amorphous crystal structure
by strong primary bonds, the orientational mobility of the polymer dipoles
is less than that of absorbed water dipoles. The Wt ' 	 coefficient
should then be relatively small compared to •Ky„r
ok' < oc
,U,.	 U(11
(iv ) Ii (ion transport current) -- Ions from impurities ( absorbed water
plasticizer, etc. ) or from disassociated polymer, are mobile in
gi.ki./ ;%;44&Xt
an applied field and 
1%
a time independent current response
(I ):
i
4CE M	 (17)
where this corrosion type current frequently obeys a Butler-Volmer
dependency on the applied voltage V.
J : .2 I. venh	 Ua)
•
where F is the Faraday equivalent. This dependency for polymer
samples is usuallymost evident at very large applied fields.
For the typical low fields used in this experiment, the Butler-
Volmer equation becomes:
t; = X.- F V/ RT	 art)
s
8.
suggesting that an ohmic !-V response is expected where
	
is
the ionic conductance whose magnitude FI;^
 AT	 can also be
expressed as
where r1 N .v 	 and	 h... and h ' 	are the number of ions from ionized
water molecules and disassociated polymer molecules respectively, and
where .ct0„ 1 M... and ,, 4p are the respective mobilities of these ions. The
ionic current component then becomes:
=l = C^, ChM, ^N^ 4 h Or 	 ♦ tf 	 ^ V
Assuming that the mobilities of all ionic species are approximately equal
( AA s ^LL _ r ," vE , o—)	 , the ionic current becomes
M*	 ox
Z. % .44 [;2  k n
,,, ` "v1 V
where k is the ionization constant of water and'hw is the equilibrium number
Po(Yv',cv^
of impurity water molecules absorbed in the ^ at a given value of relative
Cal)
(2Z)
(2;)
humidity and temperature. The ionic resistance would then be given by:
•1
R i = C2 k ri,,, + r' P
	
(24)
Thermodynamic considerations require that the equilibrium number of impurity
water molecules absorbed in the FW Y PQrr will be determined by the partial
pressure of water vapor in the surrounding ambient so rk, will be proportioned
to relative humidity and temperature:
h,,. r 4t (T314)
Both the ionic resistance ( 6t.2 y ) and the ionic current ( E1 s'1
then functionally dependent on both temperature and humidity:
Ri = ;Ct (T, H) ;	 R;	 H-^
I; : ^r^ (T, N)	 r H
) are
(2i)
COOT)
,	 F.
_ ' .' ^. .
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When these component currents ( Eqs. 4, 7, It and 22) are substituted
into Equation 3, the time dependent current response to a step d. c. applied
voltage becomes
f
t
L
r.
c
r.
rf.
I:
I
I
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Predictions of Model
3: NL ire fxp(-ter)4 T% t 0``0# IP t	 "POLP^9,[2kn.'^.44V•
where, at a sufficiently long time, the ionic current alone can be evaluated.
This equation as illustrated in Figure 5, is the basis upon which the
experiemental results were analyzed.
Some of the contributing current components in this equation may be small
enough to be neglected depending upon the temperature and humidity conditions.
When the humidity is high, the equilibrium impurity water content in the absorbing
polymer may be large enough so that
I,.r.37 P•
since Iwo 
is expected to be humidity dependent (Eg. 10) while Ip is believed
0
to be insensitive to the humidity (Eg 15). Almost all of the dipole relaxation
current is then expected to result from the orientational polarization of
water molecules	
TI We to j P t"pier
and with this assumption, Equation 24 becomes
I ° ICoa,%P (-t^) • rw^ t" CK&P 4 1 A4 [i2 kh^, • ~^1 V
If the resistance of the polymer is low at high humidity levels, the RC time
constant I- will be small. When I"' 	 is small enough, the exponential
kta)
(21)
(10)
CSI.)
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decay term will be too fast to be recorded by the experimental arrangement
and the capacitive charging component current can be neglected. Equation
31, the apparent d. c. current response to a step voltage forcing function, will 4han
be given a single power law expression characterized by eLw plus a time
independent ionic current contribution:
I s =fit emu.+q
	 2k,,..
	
(391
This predicted single stage power law response is consistent with the
0
experimental data observed at high humidity ( V 9070) levels at both 80 C and
0
at 68 C (Figs. 1 and 2) where the slope for each single stage power law response
,vas evaluated numerically and taken to be the Ot v coefficient. The approach
to a time independent ionic current in Figures 1 and 2 appears to occur after
a run time of 100 minutes. Because of the long time involvement, the ionic
current was not recorded in great detail. In general, the ionic current
was taken to be the current value after 120 minutes of run time. ionic current
values extracted from the experimental data by this procedure, are recorded in
Tables I and II.
At intermediate humidity levels where the amount of absorbed watt:r may be
sufficiently small, the orientational polarization of both water molecules
and polymer molecules may contribute comparably to the dipole re'icfitin
current components. This suggests that at intermediate hur deity levels:
Sw. = =P•	 ( 310
lkWr
11.
I I
The dipole relaxation would then be the mum of the two power law time
dependencies:
I I
•
and neither contributing facto: may be neglected. At these intermediate
humidity levels , capacitive charging may be appreciable since the resistance
of the polymer sample may be sufficiently large that the RC time constant
is long enough to permit a measurement of this current component due to
capacitive changing. The total current response to a d. c. step forcing
voltage 'unction would then be given by Equation 28 in its full form.
r = =S..xp(— eft) ^ r.^,^t"&''r• y. le "". $A4 [2 kh^.ti^^v
and the experimental data should display a exponentially decaying transient
followed by a two stage power law time dependency which eventually appr"sMf
a time independent ionic current. These features are evident in the
0
intermediate humidity (79, 67, and 46 %) data at 68 C shown in Figures 2 and
3. Again, the approach to the ionic current contribution is not recorded in great
detz.il because of a limited time factor. Except for the inability to record the
initial transi-r nt, the two stage power law .feature is also apparent in the
0
77 and 64% intermeeiate humidity data at 80 C for PVB ( Figure 1).
WA A /&W /-(w
Equation 16 requires that the first stage power law behavior . be associated
with the orientation polarization of water molecules while the second stage
raw)
power Abehavior results from the orientation polarization of polar polymer
rolecules. The slope of each first stage power law response is taken
to be the	 Cites coefficent while the slope of each second stage power
law response is assigned to the vK P coefficient as shown in Figures 1 k 2.
it
i"
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At low humidity levels where the number of water molecules n
	 absorbed
w
in the polymer is probably small, the resistance of the polymer sample and
the associated RC time constant of the sample are both expected to be large.
pp@^W'
Theh result is a:
	 measurable capacitance changing current component..
Also at low humidities, the dipole relaxation current is expected to be dominated
by the relaxation of the polymer molecules.
I P t 
01' 
> I %F C '` wr	 C 36)
Equations 28 then simplifies to an expression that contains only one power law
time dependence
I = 1CO s+cp(- C/1`") -Tp t	 ; s," [2 k n ,.. ` no] V	 (36)
where this power law is characterized by the d' coefficient and where the
ionic current contribution is expected to be very small. The experimental
data at humidities less than 30% appear to be in reasonable agreement with
these predicted features. A single power law time dependency with its
assigned «' slope, is evident at 80 0 C for a 30% relative humidity
(Figure 1) and at 68 0C for a. 28% relative humidity (Figures 2). An exponential
0
transient is prominent in the 80 /30% data (Figure 4), but not as prominent in
0
the 68 /28% data (Figure 3). With one exception (80 0 /30%), the apparent
time independent ionic current gets progressively smaller as the humidity
decreases in both the 80 0 C and 68 0C data. (Figures 1 and 2).
Based upon these predi=tions resulting from the proposed model for current
r esponse in water absorbing polymers, the data in Figures 1 and 2 can be
a nalyzed for the various current components in the response characteristics
and the results are presented in Tables I and II for various conditions of
temperature and humidity.
F
r
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Data Analysis Results
T
-	 The values of the assigned Ol,w„ and	 COLp	 power law coefficients
:.
at various temperature/ humidity conditions are shown in Figures 1 and 2
and in Tables I and IL These coefficie -Ls are found to be dependent on both
humidity and temperature (Fig. 6). The %I P coefficient increases with
temperature and decreases with humidity while the CA. , coefficient
d ecreases with increasing temperature and humidity. The mechanisms
responsible for these dependencies remain a mystery particularly since
both	 MP	 and	 04%1, were expected to remain relatively independent
of humidity and were expected to increase with temperature.
From the proposed model, the dipole relaxation currents S P and
^,.	 and the ionic current I, can be obtained from the data. The
and lP currents could be most easily extracted from the d. c. response
•	 o
current data (Fig. 1) at 80 C for humidity runs where no exponentially
decaying transie.it was apparent in the data. As suggested previously, the
ionic current was evaluated from the apparent approach to time independence
z.	 for the response current, and the results for Ii,Iw	and I	 are given in
o	 p0
Table I. After properly compensating for the ionic current, the relaxation
currents Iw
	 Pand	 were determined by extrapolation of their respective
	
0	 0
defining power law dependencies to the t=1 axis in Figure 1. 	 A comparison
of these I v, ana I	 values with the I, values in Table I clearly shows
	
o	
po
	 x
that the ionic currents are usually almost an order of magnitude smaller than
the initial dipole relaxation currents. A plot of these component currents as
a function of the relative humidity (Figure 7) shows that: I 	 is dependent
0
on the relative humidity as suggested in Equation 10; Ip o
 is relatively indepen-
i
(41
14.	 t
dent of the relative humidity as suggested in Equation 15; and I is a strongi
function of the relative humidity as suggested in Equation 27.
	 The data in
Figure 7 suggests that the humidity dependence of I w
	and I, can be expressed
o	 I
as
Tw	 s	 I.IZ4(1o^ GN P ( . 12 11) (Y7)
Si	 M	 SCIO 1O1 s„P ( - is N) (Vej
The ionic resistance (R i ) of PVB as a function of temperature and humidity
was also evaluated, but the evaluation did not involve a simple application
of the relationship:
Q;	 =	 340 ... i^^ / _ C A
To evaluate the ionic resistance, the I-V characteristic response of the PVB
samples was determined after the d. c. current: response to the 390 volt step
decreased to its tine independent ionic current value. 	 Typical I-V characteristic
curves at 800 C and 680 C for various humidities are shown in Figures 8 and 9;
the ohmic response predicted by Equation 23 is apparent. 	 The ionic resistance
is de  ermined from the slopes of these carves:
CJ 	 t-L cy0^ 
and the results at 680 C and 800 C as a function of humidity are shown in Figure 10.
These results suggest	 chat the ionic resistance is exponentially related to the
relative humidity by the equation:
R,	 (I0") 09P (- .078 N) ^4U
R,
	
I. s(Ide) eicp (- .1s H^ cyz)
While the ionic resistance was expected (Eg. 26) to be a function of the humidity,
the exponential nature of this relationship was unexpected.
The final aspect of the d. c. current data that requires some comment is the
fe-tures associated with the exponentially time decaying initial transient that
is apparent in the data at 68 0 C (Figures 2 and 3 and Tables II).	 This exponential
behavior was attributed tc ca pacitive charging,	 and the experimentally determined
R oC time constants (	 'r	 ) :
?" ;	 R. C. (ys)
1
15.
i
are found to be slightly dependant ( F±.g. 11) on the humidity:
'*ro w
 .033 )4 ♦ •3	 ( VV
This experimentally determined relationship suggests that both the initial
resistance (Ro) and the capacitance (C) of the polymer are only slighlty humidity
s ensitive where Ro is expected to decrease with increasing humidity while C is
expected to increase with increasing humidity according to the approximate
relationships:	 ^ 1
R C, = [C', N ; 97	 CY51
C.
	 yN ♦ f	 Cyr)
Numerical values for the initial resistance can be evaluated from the experimentally
determined pre-expanential factors (B) listed in Table II since, for a 390 voltage
d rive function:
`?e : '3 q O vo l♦s / 8
	 (YIV
These initial resistance values as a function of humidity for PVB at 68 0C are
presented in Table II and Figure 12 where a strong humidity dependence of
NO
is apparent. This humidity dependence is considerably stronger than predicted by
Equation 45.
Results: PVB - a. c. properties
The capacitance ( C) and dissipation f actor ( 4-an S ) for PVB at 68 0 /95 1/o as a fwh414r,
of frequency are shown in Figure 13. In the 500 to 5KH: range, both C and
are highly dependent on the frequency, and PVIB appears to a high loss
•	 material. The humidity dependence of C and +av% S at 66Z avd VVY3
 are
 s hown in Figure 14. Both C and +&v+ C increase with humidity according to the
functional relationships:
G (p M = 2.8 H + 140	 OW
These capacitance values at 500 Ha and the inital resistance values for PVB
at 680C can be employed to calculate the time constant for charging the capacitive
s ample. These time constants are compared in Table III with the experimentally
measured values. Significant differences exist between the two sets of values.
J
16.
The differences would be considerably less if the frequency dependance of the
capacitive values were taken into account. Even with this possible -.,rrection,
the calculated and measured values cannot be reconciled because the measured
time ,:onstants increase with humidity while the calculated time constants decrease
with humidity.
Results: EVA - d. c. properties
^„ #3A
The time dependence of the d. c. current response to a step 390 volts forcing
function is shown in Figure 15 for various humidity values. The response
involves an initial transient (Figure 16) that, except for very short times, is
an exponential decay. This exponential decay is followed by a single stage power
law time dependence and then by an apparent approach to a time independent
c urrent value (Fig. 15).
The two stage power law time dependency apparent in the PVB data at inter-
mediate humidity levels is not evident an EVA. The single stage power law
dependency in EVA at all humidity levels can be justified from the basic
equation (Eq. 28) for the current response. Assuming that EVA absorbs relatively
small amounts of water even at elevated temperatures and humidities, the
water dipole relation current contribution (Iw o
 ) will be small compared to
Ip 0 at all humidity levels:
I" ra < r Po	 (67)
From Equation 28, the anticipated current response for EVA would then be given
by	
r s Ise 
P
	 _T Pv "P S,
	 (SAJ
which involves a single power law time dependency as evident in the experimental
data of Figure 15. The slopes of the power law dependence in Figure 15 can then
be equated to the otr coefficient) and otP
 as a fur_rtim of humidity can be
evaluated. The results are presented in both Table IV and Figure 1S, and are
plotted in Figure 17 where it is apparent that CA  is weakly dependent on the
humidity
1
is	
17.
! f.
I
Table IV presents the current response behavior, the characterizing time
constants and coefficients for the exponential transient and the power law
bah, -)r respectively, and the evaluated initial resistances (R 0 ) and
ionic resistance (R i ) as a function of the relative humidity. The time
constant ( 'r ) is found to increase as the humidity decreases ( Fig. 17)
?'MW	 -.190 4. 31 (SV
The initial resistance at the various humidity levels is determined from Equation
47.	 The results expressed as the initial conductance 	 where
CT. =	 +I Re (56)
are found :o be linearly related (Fig. 18) to the relative humidity:
Cep =	 8(16- ") 14 + 4 09-9 (So
The inital resistance would then be given by
P, =	 r 8(W,2) µ t q (seo)] (S7j
which is consistent with expectations (Eq. 26) based upon ionic resistance
c onsderations.
The ionic resistance (R.) was also evaluated after the termination of thei
time dependent absorption current. 	 The procedure to obtain R,i was identical
to that already described for the PVB data analysis. 	 The characterizing
I-V response for EVA at 68 0 and various humidity levels was also ohmic
(Fig. 19) and the slope was used to evaluate R i..	 The ionic resistance was
found to decrease linearly (Fig. 18) with increasing humidity:
°. =	 -11.304 H + 1-4 (io "^) ^^)
Results: EV,^ - a. c. properties
The capacitance (C) and dissipation factor ( fan r ) were measured at 680C/95%
as a function of frequency and at 68 0 C/500Ht as a function of humidity. The
C and 4mv% 4 for EVA are relatively independent of the frequency (Fig. 13)
and are only sligrfly dependent on the humidity (Fig. 14):
C (P-rd i) = C...614 + io 2	 (Spy
f's 'n S = -r(b `^ N	 (So)
it
18.
F
when compared with the humidity dependence of C and J, S for PVB (Fig. 14).
Also, the magnitudes of the C and 4*4 values were considerably smaller for
EVA than for PVB, and EVA appears to be a low loss polymer.
0
These capacitive values and the initial resistance values for EVA at 68 C. and
various humidities were used to calculate the RC time constants, and these
calculated values were significantly smaller than the measured time constants
(Table III). The only apparent agreement between measured and calculated
values was in their humidity dependencies.
Summary and Future Work
A summary of the expected and the experimentally observed dependence of
R i p R o , C, 4&% S # atP j 01w, and 1' parameters on humidity is presented in
Table V. The thrust )f future work wi' be to resolve some of the unexpected
features that are apparent in this comparative summary. Theoretical models
for describing the detailed dependence of many of these parameters on humidity
are required. Future work must also solve some of the anomalous features
evident in the experimental data as such:
(i) The current response data at 30% humidity in Figure 1 is not
systematically consistent with the data at other humidity levels.
0
(ii) The ionic resistance data at 80 C in Fig. 10 exhibits several disturbed
features that may result from possible thermal aging effects.
Another aspect of the future work will be to determine experimentally and
theoretically the temperature dependence of these parameters for comparative
purposes.
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Time dependence of the d.c. response -Eurrent resulting from a 390 volt
step forcing function applied to PVP at 80 0C and various relative
humidity levels.
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Initial transient behavior for the d.c. current response data
shown in Figure 2.
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2.
Kinetics of Rater Absorption and Desor t_c., in EVA
Results :
The kinetics of water absorption and the kinetics of water desorption in
EVA were eval!iated graviinetrically
 at various temperatures between 40 0
 and
88 C. The experimental procedure consisted of weighing EVA samples that 'lad
been dried in a desiccator for several 	 The samples were of constant
0
thickness, and represented a semi-infinite pate geometry. Each dried sample
was "auenched" into a temperature-humidity chamber operating at a 10010 humidity
level and at a selected temperature aet;;eer_ 40 0
 and 88 0 C. The weir ht gain of
each sample was monitored continuousiv at water was absorped from the surroundi'ag
ambient. A comparison of the weighi	 ce
dried sample and the measured star` s ig weight	 a
at zero time of the sample in th . to _ip rature—humidity chamber is shown in
'cable I where it is appar,.nt 1(h.-;; the measured startin); weight is considerably
larger than the desiicated dried weight which is the expected starting weight of
the sample. This comparison suggests that EVA iurface absorbs a layer of
water immediately upon insertion into the temperature-humidity chamber. The
weights (-­-. CL - L-r.	 of these initially formed layers
at the various temperatures for water absorption ars listed in Table I. To
correct for variations in sample size, the weight of this initially formed surface
layer is normalized by the ^'aQ	expected starting
weight, and the resulting norma^^3ad	 ^ ^ '^oQ7 ^^-^'pe	 values
(Table I) are found to be temperature dependent (Figure 1) accordi_ig to the
relationship;
°Q	 a '" g ^^o v} T + 1 5	 (1)
where T is the temperature in degrees centigrade. An attempt is currently being
made to justify this linear temperature dependence. The feature that the intercept
is 15"C rather than 0°C defies exp)anation.
r
rt.
of the desiccated
t
It
n 	 M
MAP
3.
The time dependence of the apparent normalized weight gain Z•s-re
 /-r-ro
due to water absorption at 400 , 500, 60 o , 750 , and 880  in a 100%
 humid
environment is shown in Figure 2 while Figures 3 o 7 present a more
detailed analysis of the data at the various temperatures. This detailed
analysis shows that «ater absorption in EVA occurs in two stages. The
initial stage ( Stage I) displays a linear time dependence for the normalized
weight gain:
341)! 
^^lt tC3 	 ^^^
Ur.
where the rate constant A and the intercept B determined at the various run
temperatures are presented in Table II. The rate constant A is found to be
exponentially temperature dependent (Figure 8):
A = o..? sxP(- 3S*/r)	 (3)
which when expressed in Arrhenius form:
A A e9P CPA /Rr)
gives an activation energ y	 Qp	 for this Stage 1 absorption of 0. 7 Kcal. /mole
and a pre-exponential value of 0. 2 hrs. as shows, in Table III. Tzi.; initial
stage of water absorption ;s followed by a second kinetic stage (Stage U) where
the normalized weight gain appears to obey (figures 3 to 7) a square root of
time kinetic response:
Ui't 
_C t,^ +x-04	 ('^)
I
W.	 A.
The rate constant C and the intercept D determined at the various run temperatures
qre shown in Table II. The rate constant C is exponentially temperature
dependent %Figure 9):
C = ex 
	
Co exp(7 WA /RT)
g
giving an associated activation energy	 QR	 of
1
5.1 kcal. /mode and a pre-exponential C o	value of 23 hr.	 ( Table III).
The Stage II kinetic response concludes when the monitored weight
becomes time independent and the EVA is saturated with its equilibrium:
amount of absorbed water. Reaching equilibrium is z. time consuming
experimental process that could not oe completely justified for the amount of
useful 'information that could be obtained. As a result, equilibrium was
never unambiguously achieved before the experimental absorption runs at the
various temperatures were terrinated. However, the runs were terminated
when the experimental weight gain results clearly indicated that equilibrium
was being approached. The fin tl measured sample weight z.J,
shown in Table I for each run ternperatiire is believed to be represent- tive of
the equilibrium crater 6aturated EVA sample weight. From these valu ,.s of the
final measured weightw, the true weight . har.ge w,, — -LA_r^,!
of each water saturated sample at their respective absorption run temperatures
can be evaluated. The results are presented in Table I. This true weight
than,,.; is believed to rcpr,:sent the sum of weights of both the water absorbed
inside the EVA sample ann the water film absorbed on the surface of the
EVA sample.
The water desorption kinetic run sta: ted with the termination of each
absorption kinetic run. The oxxperimental procedure consisted of rernoving the
water saturated sample from, tl.e tet-nperature-humidity chamber and ''Quenching''
the sample in a dry box maintained ,^t the same temperature and at a OTo humidity.
MW
5.'
The weight of the sample was monitored continuously during this quenching-
deabsorption process. The final measured weights during the absorption runs
were	 the expected starting weights for the desoe-P+oo„ 1^uns as indicated
in T"o61a 1. -Me -meae.red sf.4i.1 wtighh 
	
e4 40
desorbing samples were significantly smaller than the expected starting
weights as indicated in Table I. she difference between the expected and
measured starting weights a - ^Q )	 shown in
Table I, is believed to represent some surface film water that is instantaneously
evaporated when the quenching operation is consupiated. When normalizing
this -wow - -Gad--O4 	 weight difference by the expected starting
weight to correct for differences in sample area, the true weight change
ratio	 [^ :^- i^tosl ^^ Z3"o G of this instanteously lost surface
layer can be evaluated -tt each run temperature. The results (Table I) when plotted
agains the run temperature (Figure 10) exhibit a considerable amount of
scatter from a linear type of dependence that was evident (Figure 1) in the
absorption data.
The time dependence of the normalized weight loss due to water
desorption from water saturated EVA samples at 40 0 , 500 , 600 , 750 and 8 .1 0C in a
zero percep t humidity environment is comparatively displayed in Figure 2
with the analogous normalized weight gain absorption data. Desorption is
clearly a faster kinetic process than absorption.
The details o,. the time dcpendence for the water desorption process in
EVA at each run temperature is shown in Figures 11 to 15. Similar to abosrption,
water desorption in EVA is also a two stage kinetic process where the
first stage ie Linear with time (Eg. 2) -nd the second stage is linear with Lhe
square root of time (Eg. 4). The characterizing rate constant] A and C and
intercepts B and D for Stage I and Stage II behavior respectively for the
desorption process are presented in Table II for the various run temperatures.
The Stage I rate constant A is exponc ntia'_ly temperature dependent (Fig. 8):
A a /67 exp (- 3° S°1T)	 (b)
6.
t
r
s'
I
which yi-Ads a characterizing activation energy
	 Q 	 for Stage I
water desorption of 6.1 Kcal/rnole. The Stage II desorption rate constwnt
C can be represented by an exponential temperature dependency (Fig. 9—
dotted line) provided one data print is neglected,
-
and this particular temperature
dependency is given by the relationship:
= 154 coxp
	
Coexp(- 4o /RT)
where the characterizing activation energy 	 G
is 5100 Kcal/ mole. Table III presents a comparative summary of the activation
energie s, and the pre-exponential rate constant factors for the .0tage I and Stage II
absorption and desorption kinetics processes.
i
7.
Discussion of Results
The two stage kinetic response evident for both water a.bscrption and
desorption in EVA is identical to the kinetic response previously observed
in PVB (Quarterly Report—May 31, 1984). The model previously employed
to explain the kinetic behavior in PVP would also be appropriate for EVA.
in the absorption prDcess, tnis model suggests tint water it the atmosphere
reacts with a dehydrated polymer by being absorbed into the polymer aad by being
adsorbed as a layer on the surfaced the polymer. The final result is a hydrated
polymer covered by a surface water file, as shown in Figure 16. The overag
reaction for water would then be:
6 Y CJ110,0 1S.) ­w I.^^p ^i" pel Y Mer- ntiJ t"I 3gr^kce
This o ,/eraii rtaactlo.^. : s ue he expressed as the sum of several component sequential
reaction steps as is al-o illustrated schematically in Figure 16. These reacticri
A
steps with their associated rate constants k^	 kza	 and 1<z 	 CL^-itb
Sf tp 1
A
14je Q (I n qTll "Os.)
 ___W Y'T R O 6rr^0"OlcayQr ev, Suv 4ace)
	 \CO
Step2a^
A
^^^^in a^l++cs., {' ^ s 4 (r++^r+<<u^^^. o^, f^irEnce^ 4 N t 0`SUr{oce h% ^^,^^	 ^AQ^
a
Step 26-,
kz
	
=Q^ rnono Io Yev -h s,r^tx1 —jr Ns tl ( i ^o ^Yr+,^^^
	 C 11)
A
F I
where Step 1 corresponds to the condensation of atmospheric water as a mono-
a
Tlaver on the surface of the ^-Aymer; Step 2a corresponds to the condensation
y	 of successive monolayers to furor. a film of water on the polymer surface;
ar.,, Step 2b which occurs -,irruilta-eousiy with Step 2a corresponds to the
water molecules on the surface diffusing into the polymer sample.
The absorption kinetics of the polyrr.^--r will then be determined by the rate
constant k ul the slowest sequential reaction step. When the slowest
sequentia l reaction step involves two simultaneously occuring reactions,
the absorption kinetics can exhibit a t ,,-, , o-stage kinetic response where
the first stage is governed to the faster of the two reactions whilethe second
stagf = governed by the blower of the two reactions, becomes evident in the
experimental data when the first stage rcr.ction has gone to completion. If
the rate constants fu:- the component reaction steps lie in the sequence
k ' k^ ' kab
the model woulc; predict a two-stage kinetic r:^snonse \&here the first stage
corresponds to the building up of successive monolayers (Step 2a--Equation 10)
to form a surface film. The surface film will continuo: to grow :n thickness
until an equilibi iurn thickness is achieved and then the second stage simul-
taneously occuring kinetic response 9corresponding to water molecules,
diffusing into thn polymer from the surface (Step 2b - F_quation 11), will
J
1
(10
r
IL
N
	 (7),
become apparent. The kinetic theory of gases suggests that the growth of a
film of water on the polymer surface during the first kinetic stage of water
absorption wil l result in a weight gair. that is linear with time while
simple diffusion theory with the appropriate boundary conditions predicts
that the second kinetic stage for diffusing water into the polymer will
resuIL in a weight ga n that is linear wit:i the square root of time. The
fact that these predictions are consistent with the experimental observationb
(FigureE 3 to 7) provides credibility to the proposed model for water absorption
in E VA .
While the kinetic theory of gases predicts the experimentally observee
linear time dependence .or weight gain during thr first stage behavior, the
theory also predicts that the weight gain rate should be much more temperature
sensitive than is observed experimental]y,and that the activation energy
should be significantly larger than the experimentally obtained value of
0.7 Kcal/mole.
The desu,pt : = Ui netics can also be modeled by a sequence of reactions
involving a rate limiting stop, as was suggested in the previGuc PN B work.
The overall reaction is given by:
9.
W H O ov. P°lY"''e" a^ ,,,Y^ 4;1'j --r N: o 6- n+-o%.)	 (13)
r
	
10.	
1
and this reaction is proposed to be the sum of the sequential component rescticr.s:
Step 1:	 k °
N
a 
O (in Pol YWV ' .,,I : ^ sur ft4f	 --V N O (i n poly nw.-) { 1410 6 n at+moc)	 r
story:
142 0 ( n ^lY , CV-) -. za N A O ('or,nlo.Ys W SLA	 fig)
5x e w. .	 k p	
(14)
W,aO ( rnonc . l gYe- W*-I	 m^4 14190 0, .af•+,ot.
These reactions are presented schu.:,atically in Figure 17 where the first step
in the reaction sequence (Equation 14) involves the evaporation of the
ab:,orbed layer of water on the surface of the polymer. This reaction must go to
completion before the necessary boundai y conditions are established for
the second reaction step (Equa f; -n :5) to be activated.	 1n the second
reaction step, water molecules in the interior d the polymer diffuse out to
the surface where they form a molecular rzoiiolayer which then evaporates
(Step 3) into the atmosphere.
This reaction sequence is consistent with expez iniental weight loss
desorption ob:a- rva fi ons if the r c^ constants for the desorption component
reaction steps is smallest for	 ep 1 and largest for Step !:
k° , k°^^°	 (17)
r
-tics would then be determined by Step 1
r isC4-ta-
(Equation 14) unti! this evaporation A goes ,o completion
the weight loss kinetics would then be given by diffusion of water out of the
polymer (Step ?--Equation.
	
unt^.l the polymer is completely dehyd.ated.
The weight loss kinetics would then occur in two stages where the first
stage is due to evaporation of a surface film and is expected to be linear
with time, while the second stage results from volume diffusic,r. of water
out of the polymer and is expected to be linear with the square root of
time. These expected features for the weight loss kinetics are evident
in the experimental desorption data (Figures 11 to 15). This two stage
beha-.ior with its associated time dependencies for desorption kinetics is the. rV_VCVsG
equivalent to the absc,rlption kinetic response but an important distinction
exists. If the proposed reaction mechanisms correctly model the absarFtior.
Nk-
and desorption prucesses,^Stage I and Stage II reaction mechanisms
wham
(Equations 9 and 10) occur c )ncurrently in absorption
	
the stage I reaction
response is assu-ied to initially mt.sk the Stage U reaction mechanism response.
in desorpti!-,a kinetics, the Stage I reaction and the Stage II reaction mechanisms
(Equ: tions 14 and 15) occur ^^.^,,eh±(Qily	 where the Stage II reaction initiates only
gfter the Stage 1 fraction terminates. This very important distinction hdb
considerable usell , llness in a subsequent discussion of severalannmalous
1,eaiurc c a s sociated with the second stage rate constant data.
Upon completion,
1',
The sug,,esticn C-tat Stage I arid Stage IT behavior occur concurrently in
absorption permits a more det.ailec' analysis nf the absorption data where
this analysis will result in -in inuication of the solubility limit of water in
EVA cis a function of temperature. The solubility (if water in, FVA cannot be
IKtractera iron-, the true weight Chan,;_ given in ':'able I because	 this weight
change is the sum of the weight	 of the water film adsorbed -)n the ,urface and
the weight of the water absorbed into the FVA to its solubility limit. Since
fiin- formation and volume diftusio : are occeering concurrently in eater
absorpt.on,the Stage II — square root of time absorption kinetic respon-
in Figures 3 to 7 can be extrapolated to a zero time it=tercept. The value
of this inter( ept .s the no: malized weight vain 	 T^r, l -T—r'o0.
due to forming a film of equilibrium final thi;kness. Table 1V presents these
intercepts alorig with the total nor.na!ized weight fain " L^ Q, woo
as deterrnined from the time independent, saturated normalized weight
lain values for each absorption run. From these values, the total weight
gain	 ^^•r^ ,	 the weight gain.
	 I-a1
du(- to surfzce film formatior, the weight gain _ A; V	 due volume absorption,
and the soluhility limit of water in EVA can be evaluated. The results ar(-
prescnt(• d in Table IV and in Figure 18 where the temperatu.e dependence
for the limit of water s e)lul;ilit y in FVA is displayed.	 — he solubility increases
M4
	 ft.
rL '
13.
0
with increasing temperature up to approximately 80 C. The retrograde
ahoy 90'c-
solubility A suggests that the EVA water phase diagram is Characterized by
0
an invariant rNaction at a pproximately b0 C.
The other piece of information that c-in be extracted from the information
in Table IV is the equilibrium thickness of the water f?lm adsorbed
tc the E'3 A surface. This thickness can be easily calculated from the
surface water weight ( -L""' )	 data, and the results
as a function of temperature are presented in Figure 19. The explanatio:i
for this unexpected dependence continues to be mystifying.
The final aspect of the data that requires some discussion is rate
	
_	 ;	 a	 S
Constant data and t!ieir associated 	 Q p	 04	 Q	 .»d 4!:;) A
^	 D y
activation energies for the two-stage kinetics in both water absorption and
IL	 31:
water desorption. The
	 QAl	 a^v,d Q
activation energies are associated with secori6 stage behavior in absorption
and desorption respectively. Since second stage behavior involves the
bulk diffusion of water molecules into the polymer and out of the polur-ner
Lti	 II
i._ absorption and desorption respectively, theQA
 sad G? 4 Zc^lvatioh @r+ eY *s sbo,.ld
^ 4
- ^
a
"Ir
14.
be numerically equal. Nurnerical equality is suggested in Table III, but an Pxamination
of Figure 19 reveals a difficulty in unambiguousIv determin_ irg the value of
7r
the Q D	 activation energy for Stage ii
'	 desorption kinetics. The difficulty resides in the fact that the Stage II
desorption rate constant data points rlo not obey a well-defined re	 t&► s
temperature dependency as expected for a volume diffusion controlled mechenism.
1 .	 In contrast, the volume diffusion controlled Stagc II absorption behavior
rate constant data points do obey the A rrhenius Law (Figure 9) which yields a well
defined value for the to''A
	activation. energy .	 Th`s experimentally
observea noncompliance with A rrheni,ie for Stage iI desorption rate constant
data and compliance for Stage II absorptionrate constant data can be
explained by appealing again to the proposed models where Stage II volume
diffusion curing absorption ,vas suggested to occur concurrently with
Stage I surfacefilm formation while Stage II volume diffusion during desorption
was suggested to occur sequentiaily after the Stage I surface film evaporation
reaction goes to completion. The analysis for both ..bsorption and desorption
Stage I'. oei)avior consisted of analyzing the normalized weight change for a
square root of time dependence where the time values were referenced to ail
origin at the instant of quenching. This origin is correct for the absorption
i '	 run where volume diffusion occurs concurrently with surface filmformation,
t.
and starts at the instant of quenching. This, origin is not correct for the
1M
A^
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desorpticz run where volume diffusion does not start at the instant of quenching,
but rather starts at the time when the surface film is completely evaporated;
and Stage I behavior terminates. The Stage iI absorption analysis should then
Yield correct information and thN resulting rate constants should obey an
Arrhenius relationship as is observed experimentally. The Stage II de. c _ption
analysis is based on a O.me origin at the instant of quenching will not yield
completely correct information about rate constants, and it is not surprising
that an Arrhenius relationship is not strictly obeyed. These Stage II absorption
rate constant data points, if not completel y correct, ai a in approximate enough
agre(-ment with an Arrhenius slope of the 5.1 Kcal/mole ( Fig . q ) activation
as
energy to suggest that Q$; y -- Qp
The observation of Arrhenius compliance and non-compliance for Stage II,
absorption and desorption rate constant Hata respectively as a result of choosing
the time origir_ at the instant of quenching, provides a measure of indirect confirma-
tion for the valiaity of the proposed models. Because of the uncertainty in
choosing the appropriate cime origin for the Sage II desorption data analysis,
.,oattempt has been made yet to re-examine and correct this d-ta.
jr	 aWhile the C)a a+,d Q o	 Stage .11	 Vol yr,nK ^;^'Fucidh Cw,^,^rellt^
activation energies are expected to ba equal from volume diffusion considerations,
Z	 i
the A and	 o
activatioi. energies associated the Stage I absorption condensation and desorption
evaporation reactions respectively, are not expected to be equal particularly
if the polymer is even slightly hydrophobic. If the polymer has hydrophobic
tendencies, evaporation of a surface filrn will be much faster than condensation.
the Stage I kineticscar then be represented by the typical energy bar i ier diagram
shown in Figure 20 where the energy to climb over the bF rrier for the condensation
reaction is significantly larger than the barrier clearing energy for the reveree
evaporation reaction. The implications of this diagram are t1iat the Stage 1
2
i
s
16.
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desorption kinetics are faster than the absorption kinetics as is abserr--d experimentally
and that Q^ T' Q^ as seen in Table III.
'he preeeeding discussion does provide a reasonable explanation for the observed
experiJrental results but the one feature associated with the rate --jonstant data that
has yet to be resolved is that the Co pre-e yponential factoz s  for the Stage II volu:re
diffusion medianism in both absorption and desorption were expected to be equal and
were found to differ (Table III) by almost two orders of magnitude.
Future Work
The kinetics of water absorption ar-d desorption in EVA are ecrpleted. Dxc^ept for
several minor experio nts to further evaluate the proposed models for absorption
and desorption, the work effect is t:eirxj tenninated.
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D_ es,jrption
(min. ) (min.	 )
.030 1. C
.021 1.0 0723
0175 1.0
0130 1.0
. 0073 1.0 .441
88°C
75°C
6000
50°C
40'C
. G690
. G605
1. 063
1. 0'10
1. 071
1. 066
T emp.
88°C
75°C
60 °C
5 0,0C
40cC
STAGE I STAGE II
1	 2
Vet =	 At + B WV	 = Ct	 + D
wo g w'o4
A B C _ D_
Absorption
(hrs.	 ) (hrs. -1/2)
.080 1. 0 . 0:90 1. Z'85
. 080 1.0 . 0125 1.460
.068 1.0 .010 1.570
. 071 1.0 0082 1.490
.031 1.0 006L, 1. "'35
TAB 1,E II
Character zing rate constants for Stage I and Stage 11 kinetic
behavior for the normalized weight gain in water absorption and the normalized
weight lc ss in water desorption in VA.
s ^-
I	 Desorption
is
STAGE I I- Surface Film
_t
Q I (kcal/mole)	 A  (min. )
0. 7 (=QIA)	 .0033 (0. 2 lirs. -1)
6.1 (=QIU)
	
1
STAGE II - Volume Diffusion
iI	 '-Q (Kcal/mole)	 Co (min 2)
i
5.1 =Q II(	 A ► 	 3 (23 hrs.	 2)
	
5.1 ( =Q IIp )	 159
Absorption
Desorption
Activation energies and pre-expon-ntial
factors for Sege I ?nd Stage II kinetic response to
water absorption and desorption in EVA.
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III. T11 Light Effects on Water Pbsorptior, in PVB and LVA
Gravimetric tedLniques were enployed to :monitor the influence of UtI
radiation on the water asborption kinetics of PVE acid LVA. 'The normali7cd
weight response of plasticized PVB samples in a 100% humid environment at 750 and
500
 C while being expcsed to UV radiation is shcaan in Fiqure 1. f'or comparative
purposes, the nc o-1 i zed weight respor -.se fer non-. irradiated PVB samples exposed
to the same temperatiue/hxr dity cnvironrr!nt is also shown in figure 1.
The expuriemntal arrangement proved to be a^%ckward, and a considerable ,my-_ 1.,it of
scatter in the data was evident. Even with this :o-_rtainty, the data clearly
showed that nor.-irradiated PVB samples gained much rmre weight than: the W-irradiated
samples. The other feature evident in the data is th4t at longer exposure times,
the W-irradiated sarmoles lost :eight. The irrplicaC_ ons of thesF data is that
an exposruc to JV light will hinder the water atsc.rptiorn characiari-tics of P'VB
arc: will accelerate the kinetics of plasticizer loss in PVB. These tentative
conclusions are pari_ially sLpportea by simple observations of the samples
aater terminating the eLcperi.enx_^nts. 'Ihe non-irradiated samples had a non-
tray , ,Rjrent cloud appearance ;Ruch is typical of PVB a. _taining a large amount
of water. The W-irradiated samples remined transparent throughout the
entire experimental run, i.,,dicatinq that very little water was absorbed_ After
the n.ins were terminated, another noticeable distinction was apparent between tdie
irraO-' ated and nonirradiateJ - ,rple., . ' e UV-irradiated samples co l lapsed around
thewires rppOrt 0icture frame across which they ham 'x-en attad-,ed, ,mile non-
irradiated surrples remained intact, stretched across the frame. Apparentl y , the
PV5 samples after 11V light exposure at 10% hrrnidity and teaperatuTes irr excess
of A0C, lost a considerable am.uit of strength as a probable result of chj-i: r
scission by trip 71.1 light. The collapsed W-irraddated PVB sa,7ples were soft
and flexible indicating that chat; r scission could have occr.rmd or that the
ammunt of plastic i zer loss is these L..irrples was minimal . A s.artiary of the
mntiastinq characteristics between the i-radiated and non-irradiated PVB samples is
presented i-n Table I.
The water aosorption characteristics of W-irradiattcd and non-irradiated FVP.
at 750C and 100% htnnidity are shorn in Figure 2. The scatter in the datz is
again Lniomfortabiy large, but the results clearly dermstr3te that F'VA abscrbs a.
relativity small ameer.t of water wtile it is being radiated with LJV light,
ompared to the amcu►nt of water ahGorbed 'y the non-irradiat i FVA sarTle. A
visual cr-y parison of the irradiated and non-irradiated LVA samples after
ba minatinq the e_--perimental rim laid not reveal any dist inquisable ditferences
between the samples in their transparency or mech^inical &,aracteristi.cs (Table I).
11 ^^
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Table I
C' 50 1^ccar
Characteristics of EVA aP A PVB samples after, exposure to
100% humidity at temperature above 50°C
color
strength
water
absorption
UV-
irradiated
PVB
transparent
weak
small
non-
irradiated
PVB
cloudy
strong
large;
UV- non-
irradiated irradiated
EVA EVA
transparent transparent
strong strong
small large
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IV. Influence of Plasticizer on Water Absorption in PVB
Previous progress reports showed that the plasticizer in PVB has an
enormous influence on the resistivity. The plasticizer is also expected to
•	 influenoe the water absorption charac-teri.stics of PVB since plasticized PVB
is expected to ac=modate about 10 weight percent while the unplasticized
PVB in ;he absorption studies (May Jrogress Report) appears to saturate at a
normalized weight of about 2.0 whid'- -orrespords to a 5C weight percent
co position .
the water absorption characteristics of unplasti-cized PVB and plasticized
M were evaltau',sd. Sapples of both rrnb-,rials were imrerred in water at 250C
r	 and the weight gsi;Z charact-ristics were ,mnitore-d periodically over a time
sp«n of 500 hours. `Ihe results are shuwri in Figure 1. -Ihe unplasticized
PVi3 absorbs cons= c3_rably more water than the plasticized PVB. This result
suggests that the plasticizer occapies an excl-adable vcl ,.une in the PVB, and
when the plasticizer is removed, this excLidahle volume can be occupied b,:
water. ENperimentally obser ved nunbe_rs app_^,ir to support thds suggestion.
Thirty weig ht percent of P13 is plasticizer, and plasticized PVB can absorb
about 10 weight percent water. on an exclu6able volute-wight perrNent basis,
unplasticized PVB would be expected to oc(x-rm late up to 40 weight percent: water
gwhich is in reasonable actree^u-t with the ob-%-Z . rued 50 weight percent saturation
value. The numbers appear to add t o corret-tly but there is no fundamental
reason why they should.
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U •— CORROSION EFFECTS IN SOLAR CELLS
Ti	 A systematic study of corrosion effects in solar cells was initiated. A
J
	
	
previous investigation indicated that corrosion in solar cells results from
t hree najor causes:
(:) IntraceP galvanic action corrosion -- The composite structure of
dissimilar materials: (metal.izatiun layers, anti-relection coating, silicon
subststrate) in ohmic contact on a single cell will result in corrosion effects
on that cell provides the encapsulating polyrner can serve as an electrolyte.
(ii) interceil impressedvoltaKe corrosion •-- The potential differences
that must exist between adjacent cells in an illumiated array, makes one solar
cell anodic relative to its cathodic neioli laor. In the presence of an electrolytic
encapsulatin, , polymer, the res+iltin p oxidation reaction at the anodic solar cell
i•
is corrosive while the associated reduction reaction at the cathodic Solar cell
can result in plating. Both reactions are expec ted to degrade the output character-
istics of their respective solar cells.
(iii) Intercell diode current corrosion -- The cur-r ent that flows through the
sular cells anjunction 1:ude structure as a result of illumination can be corrosive
on each individual cell as a result of the IR potential drop that must exist across
each cell.
The ultimate questions to be resolved in a study of corrosion effects in solar
cells are: What is tine relative magnitude of each of these corrosion causing
effects and how c,-n these effects be minimized to obtain reliable-lon g; lifetime
cells ?
The initial study attempts to evaluate the influence of each of these corrosion
causing effect s on the 1-V characteristic response curves of the illuminated cells
a nd on the visual physical features of the cells. Figure 21 illustrates the experimental
arrangements used to separate and evaluate each corrosion effect. Arranger, ent
#4 represents a single solar cell. *hen this cell is imniersed in an electrolyte,
the galvanic corrosion effec t only is occurring, and being evaluated in this
n
1'7.
18.
experimental arrangement. Jn arrangement #3, a single solar cell is forward
biased to produce a diode current through the cell. When immersed in an
electrolyte, both galvanic action and diode current corrosion effects are
activated. A comparison of the corrosiDn characteristics of the cells in
arrang ,
--ments #3 and #4 yields the diode current corrosion effect. Arangement
#2 consists of two solar cells properly connected to a power supply so a
potential difference exists betw-fen the _ells but no didode current flows through
the y ells. When immersed in an electrolyte, only a corrosion current flows
between the cells.
A comparison of the corrosion characteristics of the cells in arrangem%nts
#2 and #4 give t:.e impressed voltage corrosion effect at an anodic and a cathodic
call. Arrangement #1 is used to simulate actual corrosion conditions in solar
cell arrays where ali three corrosion effects are present. The solar cells used
in these sardies were supplied by ASEC.
Tne corrosion testing consisted of immersing one set of cells in these four
ra-angernC-lts, in water as an electrolyte at 25 a C. Another set was encapsulated in
EVA and then irnmersed in water at 85 0C. The cells	 were allowed to corrode
.`or 120 hours. During the corrosion time, the solar cells were removed occasionally
from the bath and their I-V , haracteri3tic response carves were evaluated. The
normalized short circuit response as ; function of corrosion time is shown in
Figures 22 and 23 for a gater electrolyte and a EVA electrolyte respectively. A
v isual inspection of the cells after the 120 hour corrosion treatment revealed P.
number of effects caused by the corrosion treatment. These effects for the=
various corrosion conditions are presented in Table V. A careful c-mparative
examination of Table V and Figures 22 and 23 indicates that the intracell galvanic
effect is not a major contributor to corrosion in solar cells. In Qeneral, the
intraceli diode current effect does not appear to be dominantly instrumental in
causing corrosion de;rr.dation of the cells. Corrosion appears to result mostly
from potential differences between adjacent cells, There conclusions are
tentative since there was no real definitive trend: apparent in the data, and since
several cells were apparently of poor quality and went bad almost immediately
during corrosion testing,. One trend app,-rent when comparing Figure ?2 with Figure
2
r
	
)'
19.
23, is that the cells in EVA degraded significantly faster than the cell tested in
water. The only appare nt reason for this behavior is that EVA with its
absorbed water may be a more hostile e'ectrolytic envirorunent than wat: r. A
simple pii test ,:ppeari to confirm this suggestion. A sample cf EVA wa s
placed in a beaker of water fir three months. The pN of the water was originally
6. 7 and after three months the ph was 6. L. A similar test using a PVB sample
resulted in a final ph of 4. 5 Table Vl. App,.rently water absorbed in EVA or PVB
-"	 can be acidic, aad corrosive to solar cells.
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